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SUMMARY 

 
This bill establishes the Associate Degree for Transfer (ADT) intersegmental 

implementation committee to serve as the primary entity charged with oversight of the 
ADT. It further requires that California Community Colleges (CCC) place students who 

declare a goal of transfer on the ADT pathway. Finally, the bill requires the California 
State University (CSU) and University of California (UC) to jointly establish a singular 
lower division general education pathway for transfer admission into both segments. 

 
BACKGROUND 

 
Existing law: 
 

1) Requires the segments of higher education to develop an intersegmental common 
core curriculum in general education for the purpose of transfer. This common core 

curriculum is known as the Intersegmental General Education Transfer curriculum 
(IGETC). Any student who completes the IGETC course pattern is deemed to have 
completed the lower division coursework required for transfer to the UC or the CSU 

(Education Code § 66720). 
 

2) Requests UC to identify commonalities and differences in similar majors across all 
UC campuses and provide CCC students with the information in at least the top 20 
majors (EC § 66721.7). 

 
3) Requires the governing board of each public postsecondary education segment to 

be accountable for the development and implementation of formal systemwide 
articulation agreements and transfer agreement programs, including those for 
general education or a transfer core curriculum, and other appropriate procedures to 

support and enhance the transfer function (EC § 66738). 
 

4) Requires the Chancellor of CSU, in consultation with the Academic Senate of the 
CSU, to establish specified components necessary for a clear degree path for 
transfer students, including specification of a systemwide lower division transfer 

curriculum for each high-demand baccalaureate major (EC § 66739.5). 
 

5) Establishes the Student Transfer Achievement Reform (STAR) Act, which, in part, 
requires, commencing with the fall term of the 2011-12 academic year, a student 
that receives an associate degree for transfer to be deemed eligible for transfer in to 
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a CSU baccalaureate degree when the student meets specified requirements. 
Requires a granting of this degree when a student:  

 
a) Completes 60 semester or 90 quarter units eligible for transfer to the CSU and 

that includes the CSU General Education Breadth program for IGETC, and a 

minimum of 18 semester or 27 quarter units in a major area of emphasis as 
determined by the district; and,  

 
b) Obtains a minimum grade point average of 2.0 (EC § 66745, et seq.). 

 

6) Requires the CSU Chancellor's Office to implement articulated nursing degree 
transfer pathways for Associates Degree in Nursing students at CCCs seeking a 

Bachelor's Degree in Nursing at CSU prior to the 2012-13 academic year (EC § 
89267.5). 

 
ANALYSIS 

 

This bill: 
 
Intersegmental ADT Implementation Committee  

 
1) Establishes the ADT Intersegmental Implementation Committee (committee) for 

the following purposes: 
 
a) To serve as the primary entity charged with the oversight of the ADT, as  

specified, for the sole purpose of strengthening the pathway for students   
and ensure it becomes the primary transfer pathway between CCCs and  

UC, CSU, and participating independent higher education institutions.  
 

b) To enhance coordination and communication between four-year  

postsecondary educational institutions, as specified. 
 

c) To provide the Legislature and the Governor with recommendations to   
support its stated purpose.  

 

2) Makes committee meetings subject to the Bagley-Keene Open Meeting Act. 
 

3) Requires that the committee be convened by a third- party planning facilitator 
who is appointed by the Office of Planning and Research, as specified, and is 
responsible for performing all of the following duties: 

 
a) Provide facilitation and staff support to the committee. 

 
b) Develop written reports of the committee’s recommendations and  

progress. 

 
c) Facilitate advisory groups as needed.  
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4) Authorizes the third-party planning facilitator to engage with the expertise of 

faculty through existing intersegmental oversight bodies including but not limited 
to, the Intersegmental Committee of Academic Senates and others.  
  

5) Provides that the committee’s membership be reflective of its intersegmental 
function by including a cross-section of the stakeholders. 

 
6) Requires that members of committee be appointed by March 1, 2022 and be 

composed of: 

 
a) Designated representatives from each of the following entities: 

 
i) The CCC Chancellor’s Office. 
ii) The CSU Chancellor’s Office. 

iii) The UC President’s Office. 
iv) The Association of Independent California Colleges and   

Universities. 
v) The California Department of Education. 
vi) The Student Senate for the California Community Colleges. 

vii) The California State Student Association.  
viii) The University of California Student Association. 

ix) The Academic Senate for the California Community Colleges. 
x) The Academic Senate for the California State University.  
xi) The Academic Senate of the University of California. 

 
b) Four members appointed by the Senate Committee on Rules, The  

Speaker of the Assembly, Lieutenant Governor and the Governor within 
the specified sectors and expertise, including two from an educational 
equity organization.   

 
7) Requires appointing entities described in paragraph 6) of this analysis to fill their 

respective positions on the committee when vacant.  
 

8) Deems the first chair of the committee be a representative from the Community 

College Chancellor’s Office for a term of two years and thereafter the chair is to 
be elected from the committee’s membership for a two-year term, as specified.  

 
9) Requires the committee do all of the following: 

 

a) Use members appointed by each Academic Senate as liaisons to their  
respective curriculum workgroups to ensure better coordination and 

alignment.  
 
b) By December 31, 2023,  provide the Legislature with recommendations on  

all of the following issues impeding the scaling of the ADT and 
streamlining transfer across segments for students: 

 
i) Identifying annual goals for increasing transfer rates in California  
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and closing racial equity gaps in transfer outcomes to be adopted 
by the state, as specified.  

 
ii) Proposing a new unit threshold for STEM degree pathways that  

meet the requirements for admission to the CSU and UC, as 

specified. The bill further prohibits the committee from making 
recommendation of more than six units. 

 
iii) Reengaging ADT earners who do not transfer or apply for university   

transfer. 

 
c) By December 31, 2024, achieve all of the following: 

 
i) Establish timelines and reporting deadlines for the existing regular  

review of transfer model curricula to ensure that transfer model 

curricula are consistent with demand for academic majors and 
respond to evolving workforce demands, as specified. 

 
ii) Establish timelines and reporting deadlines for the existing regular  

review of declaring or matching transfer model curricula similar to 

CSU majors for admissions purpose.  
 

iii) Develop a plan for the creation of additional transfer model  
curricula for the ADT to respond to evolving workforce demands, as 
specified.  

 
iv) Develop a comprehensive communications plan and guidance on  

student-centered outreach to inform students about the ADT 
pathway and to ensure information is communicated across higher 
education and K-12 education, as specified. 

 
v) Provide feedback for the ADT internet website maintained by the  

CCC to ensure current information and updates to ensure current 
information is communicated to students, families and student 
support staff.  

 
Singular General Education (GE) Pathway  

 
10) Requires, by August 1, 2023, CSU, jointly with UC and in consultation with the 

CCC Chancellor’s Office, to establish a singular lower division general education 

pathway that meets the academic requirements necessary for transfer admission 
into both UC and CSU.  

 
11) Requires, commencing August 1, 2024, the singular lower division general 

education pathway established pursuant to this bill to be the only lower division 

general education pathway used to determine academic eligibility and sufficient 
academic preparation for transfer admission to CSU and UC.  

 
Automatic ADT placement 
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12) Requires, by August 1, 2024, where ADTs for major pathways exist, the CCCs to 
place students who declare a goal of transfer on their mandatory education plans 

on the ADT pathways to maximize the probability that a student will transfer into 
a four-year university and earn a degree in their chosen field of study in a timely 
manner, and to minimize the accrual of excess units.  

 
13) Provides that a student may opt-out of the ADT pathway for a local associate 

degree or if they plan to apply to transfer to a UC campus or an independent 
institution of higher education.  
 

14) Requires that each community college use their existing processes for student 
education plans and enrollments to implement the opt-out feature where an ADT 

exists.  
 

15) Specifies that nothing in the bill is to be construed as prohibiting a student from 

being on the ADT pathway and also applying to UC or an Independent 
University.  

 
16) States if an ADT pathway does not exist in the student’s chosen major, then 

there is no ADT pathway on which to place the student.  

 
17) Makes ADT placement provisions not applicable to students seeking to complete 

Baccalaureate degree program or a career technical education program.  
 

Miscellaneous  

 
18) States various findings and declarations relative the need to further streamline 

and make the transfer process easier for students to navigate.  
 

19) Defines various terms for the purpose of the bill.  

 
STAFF COMMENTS 

 
1) Need for the bill. According to the author, “The 1960 Master Plan for Higher 

Education promised an accessible, affordable, and high-quality higher education 

for all California students. The transfer pathway, from community college to four-
year institution, is an integral component of the Master Plan’s commitment to 

access and affordability. Too many community college students hoping to find an 
affordable and achievable pathway to a four-year university instead are 
confronted with a maze of pathways and requirements that create confusion, 

lead to unnecessary unit accumulation, and too often lead to students dropping 
out before earning a degree. As California begins to recover from the pandemic, 

now more than ever, it is critical to increase degree attainment, improve time to 
degree, and close racial equity gaps. AB 928, the Student Transfer Achievement 
Reform Act of 2021, would transform the transfer process through three 

significant student-centered provisions by reimagining transfer from the student 
perspective.” 

 
2) Transfer education is a core mission of CCCs. The provision of quality transfer 

education is a primary mission of the community colleges. As outlined in the 
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Master Plan for Higher Education and by state statute, the CCCs are designated 
to have an open admission policy and bear the most extensive responsibility for 

lower-division undergraduate instruction. Its three primary areas of mission 
include education leading to associates degrees and university transfer, career 
technical education, and basic skills. The primary mission of the CSU is 

undergraduate and graduate instruction through the master’s degree. The UC 
was granted the sole authority to offer doctoral degrees.  

 
Accordingly, students at CCC have many options, they can earn a traditional 
Associate of Arts (AA) degree at CCC, transfer to a four-year university or upskill 

for the workforce. Students confront many choices with each variation of options. 
In 2010, the Legislature enacted a law requiring CCC to streamline transfer to 

CSU and AA degree completion by developing the ADT pathway. Other transfer 
pathways and terminal AA degrees continue to be offered.  

3) Benefits of an ADT for students.  In an effort to address standing issues and 

concerns about the need to ensure a clearer, transparent and more navigable 
transfer process between the CCC and the CSU, the Legislature and Governor 

enacted SB 1440(Padilla, Chapter 428, Statutes of 2010), the Student Transfer 
Achievement Reform Act. Since its enactment, the ADT has made significant 
strides in streamlining the transfer process for students, and has become a 

successful pathway to earning a bachelor’s degree. Specifically, the Act requires 
CCC districts to develop and grant a transfer associate degree that deems the 

student eligible for transfer into the CSU, when the student meets certain course 
requirements. Completion of an ADT guarantees a student: 

a) Admission with junior status to a CSU campus but not to a specific 

campus or major. 

b) No additional lower-division CSU coursework. 

 
c) No more than 60-semester units of upper-division CSU coursework to 

complete a bachelor’s degree, in addition to the 60 units completed at 

community college, results in a 120-unit pathway to a bachelor’s degree.  

d) Priority admission at CSU.  

Additionally, since developing the ADT, the CCC system has also entered into 
new transfer agreements with the UC and private nonprofit universities, some of 
which now also guarantee admission and junior standing to students with an 

ADT. 

According to information provided by the author’s office, as of October 2020, over 

280,000 CCC students have earned an ADT and over 40 ADT pathways exist at 
CCC. These ADT pathways have provided significant financial savings to both 
students and to the state – with ADT earners accruing an average of six fewer 

excess credit units and a course fee of $46 per unit at the CCC. The ADT 
accounted for over $12 million in savings for students in 2018-2019 alone. Higher 

percentages of students with an ADT have also been shown to graduate within 
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two years of transfer compared to transfer students who do not have an ADT 
(based on CSU two-year graduation rates). 

 
4) Related report.  The Public Policy Institute of California in their September 2020 

report, “Increasing Community College Transfers: Progress and Barriers,” found 

that a large gap exists between the number of students who hope to transfer and 
those who do (19 percent transfer within four years and 28 percent within 6 

years). It also found that equity gaps are concerning, while Latino students 
represent 51% of students who declare a degree or transfer goal they represent 
35% of those who transfer within four years; Black students represent 7% and 

5% respectively. In looking ahead, the report provides that, “To further improve 
the transfer pathway, the CCC and four-year intuitions must build systemwide 

agreements and help all transfer-eligible students make the transfer. The 
Associate Degree for Transfer and the Transfer Admission Guarantee are steps 
in the right direction, but they are piecemeal and far from universal.” 

 
5) Oversight committee. This bill requires the establishment of a 15-member 

oversight committee to ensure ADT becomes the primary transfer pathway in 
California. It would be convened by a third-party facilitator chosen by the 
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research and composed of representatives 

from California’s higher education intuitions including faculty, student groups, as 
well as outside entities such as workforce partners and social justice 

organizations. A representative from the CCCs would chair the committee and 
upon completion of their two-year term, the committee members would elect a 
new chair. Staff notes that this bill’s provisions do not establish how a vacancy is 

determined or whether members serve at the pleasure of the appointing entity or 
are subject to a limited years of service. The author may wish to consider 

amending the bill to address the issue. 
 

6) Need for an independent oversight committee. Concerns have been raised that 

creating a new oversight body is unnecessary, as oversight responsibility can be 
accomplished by strengthening committees that currently oversee development, 

revision and approval of transfer model curricula, such as the intersegmental 
faculty workgroups. The author asserts that many states have higher education 
coordinating bodies that are responsible for coordinating transfer across 

institutions and “without a higher education coordinating body in California, the 
responsibility for transfer coordination work resides with postsecondary segments 

themselves and without incentives to work on these issues, we see the dismal 
transfer success rates that we do…” The author also argues that the oversight 
committee established in this bill provides the venue for continued focus, 

evaluation and adjustment for strengthening ADTs. The committee may wish to 
consider the following: 

 
What is necessary to ensure a clearer, transparent and more navigable 
transfer process than what currently exist? 

 
Should the state establish an independent entity to coordinate transfer 

from the CCCs to four-year universities?  
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Could a similar goal be accomplished with existing intersegmental faculty 
committees? 

7) High-unit degrees. Some CSU campuses require more than the standard 120 
units for certain degree programs, such as in computer science and other STEM 
majors. Statute exempts high-unit programs from the 60-unit guarantee 

requirements for ADT. This bill requires the oversight committee to establish a 
new unit threshold for STEM degree pathways that is not to exceed a change of 

more than 6 units. 
 

8) Singular general education pathway. Current law specifies that any student who 

completes the intersegmental common core curriculum in general education 
(IGETC) is deemed to have completed the lower division coursework required for 

transfer to the UC or the CSU. However, it is not the only way to fulfill lower-
division general education requirements for UC or CSU. There are notable 
differences among those requirements. CSU articulates many more courses than 

UC. For example, CSU requires oral communication, ethnic studies, and lifelong 
learner courses while UC does not. In addition, depending on the major or field of 

interest, a student may need to fulfill the general education breadth of a specific 
CSU or UC campus. This is particularly true for students who intend to transfer 
into majors that require extensive lower-division preparation, such as engineering 

or the physical and natural sciences; students are encouraged to concentrate on 
completing the prerequisites for the major and may not be well-served by 

following IGETC.   
 
Concerns have been raised that a singular lower-division pathway could 

eliminate valuable options for the diverse needs of California’s students. The 
provisions of the bill presumes participation from UC. However, given UC’s 

constitutional autonomy, if it chooses not to, the CSU would be forced to mold 
their GE pattern to that of the UC. Supporters of this measure argue that 
consolidating the two existing pathways for transfer preparation into one, would 

address repeated student concerns around the challenges in receiving accurate 
academic advising and course placement guidance. As such, the singular 

pathway could eliminate a significant point of confusion in the transfer 
preparation process. 
 

In an effort to support CSU’s position as an equal decision-making partner in the 
development of a singular GE pathway for transfer and strengthen the faculty’s 

role in its creation, staff recommends the bill be amended as follows: 
 

 (i)(1) On or before August 1,May 31, 2023, the Intersegmental Committee of 

the Academic Senates of the University of California, the California State 
University, and the California Community Colleges  the California State 

University, jointly with the University of California, shall, in consultation with 
the office of the Chancellor of the California Community Colleges, shall 
establish a singular lower division general education pathway that meets the 

academic requirements necessary for transfer admission to both the 
California State University and University of California. If the Intersegmental 

Committee of the Academic Senates of the University of California, the 
California State University, and the California Community Colleges is unable 
to come to agreement by May 31, 2023, the respective administrative bodies 
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of those segments shall establish a singular lower division general education 
pathway that meets the academic requirements necessary for transfer 

admission to both the California State University and University of California  
by December 31, 2023. 

 

(2) Commencing August 1, 2024,with the fall term of the 2025-26 academic 
year, the singular lower division general education pathway established 

pursuant to paragraph (1) shall be the only lower division general education 
pathway used to determine academic eligibility and sufficient academic 
preparation for transfer admission to the California State University and the 

University of California. 
 

To help ensure that the singular GE pathway for transfer does not prolong time to 
degree staff recommends that the bill be further amended to specify that the 
singular lower division general education pathway established in subdivision (i) 

shall not lengthen the time to degree. 
 

9) Automatic ADT placement. This measure requires CCC to place students in an 
ADT pathway where one exists. Under certain circumstances, the bill allows for 
students to opt out of the ADT pathway. For example, if the student plans to 

transfer to UC. Concerns have been raised that by making the ADT the default 
pathway it reduces student agency and it assumes that students are CSU bound 

and must make an additional effort to change that. Proponents of the bill assert 
that a default ADT placement provides a more accessible reentry to higher 
education and easier path to completing a bachelor’s degree once a student 

transfers, rather than the current system for degree pathway placement that 
unintentionally maintains hurdles to reentry. 

 
Staff notes that automatic placement could provide a starting point for navigating 
degree attainment and transfer. The option essentially is simplified to an ADT or 

non-ADT pathway. Having a clear pathway is especially relevant at CCC, where 
many students are the first in their family to attend college and thus may have 

limited prior knowledge of college programs and resources. 
 

10) Connection with funding formula. Under the 2017-18 Budget Act the state 

adopted a new community college apportionment funding formula, known as the 
Student Centered Funding Formula, which transitions from focusing solely on 

enrollment to also include funding based on student outcomes and the number of 
low-income students. The funding formula, within the student outcome category, 
incentivizes degree completion and to a greater extent ADT completion. This 

measure appears to be consistent with those efforts. 
 

11) Prior legislation. SB 440 (Padilla), Chapter 720, Statutes of 2013, requires, prior 
to the 2014-15 academic year, a CCC create an ADT in every major that has a 
Transfer Model Curriculum (TMC). Specifies that once a TMC is approved by 

faculty, community colleges use it to design an ADT in that particular major. 
 

AB 2302 (Fong), Chapter 427, Statutes of 2010, made changes to existing law 
regarding transfer admissions to support the transfer pathway proposed by SB 
1440 (Padilla) (as described below. 
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SB 1440 (Padilla), Chapter 428, Statutes of 2010, created the STAR Act, which, 

in part, created the ADT; a two-year 60-unit associate degrees for transfer that 
are fully transferable to CSU. These degrees require completion of: (1) a 
minimum of 18 units in a major or area of emphasis, as determined by each 

community college; and, (2) an approved set of general education requirements. 
Students who earn such a degree are automatically eligible to transfer to the 

CSU system as an upper-division student in a bachelor’s degree program and 
need only complete two additional years (an additional 60 units) of coursework to 
earn a bachelor’s degree. 

 
SB 484 (Portantino, 2019) would have required the governing board of each 

community college district to direct colleges to identify, notify and automatically 
award degrees to students who have completed the requirements for an ADT. 
SB 484 was vetoed by the Governor whose message read in part: 

 
Community colleges should already be identifying and notifying 

students who have earned associate degrees, associate degrees for 
transfer, and certificates. The community colleges' apportionments 
funding formula already provides fiscal incentive for them to do so. 

Moreover, this bill likely creates a reimbursable state mandate, 
thereby creating additional cost. 

 
SUPPORT 

 

A2mend 
Alliance for A Better Community 

Blu Educational Foundation 
California Association of School Counselors 
California State Student Association 

Campaign for College Opportunity 
CCC Colegas 

Community Equity Collaborative 
Congregations Organized for Prophetic Engagement (COPE) 
Council for A Strong America 

Fresno Metro Black Chamber of Commerce 
Geraldine M. Perri, Ph.d., Superintendent/president, Citrus College 

Growing Inland Achievement 
Heart of Los Angeles (HOLA) 
Hispanas Organized for Political Equality (HOPE) 

Inland Empire Community Foundation 
Inland Empire Concerned African American Churches (IECAAC) 

Inland Empire Economic Partnership (IEEP) 
Inner City Struggle 
Jill Stearns, Ph.d., Superintendent/president, Cuesta College 

John Burton Advocates for Youth 
Julius Sokenu, Ed.d., President, Moorpark College 

Keith Curry, Ed.d., President/ceo, Compton College 
Kid City Hope Place 
Los Angeles United Methodist Urban Foundation 
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Mana De San Diego 
Mexican-american Legal Defense and Ed Fund [maldef] 

Mike Munoz, Ed.d., Interim Superintendent-president, Long Beach Community College 
District 
New Life Christian Church of Fontana 

Office of Lieutenant Governor Eleni Kounalakis 
Partnership for Los Angeles Schools 

Promesa Boyle Heights 
Public Advocates INC. 
Radio Bilingüe, INC. 

Readynation 
Regional Economic Association Leaders (R.E.A.L.) Coalition 

Social Justice Learning Institute 
Southern California College Access Network 
Students Making a Change (SMAC) 

The Children's Movement of Fresno 
The Education Trust – West 

The Partnership for Los Angeles Schools 
Uaspire 
Unite-la, INC. 

University of California Student Association 
Western Association for College Admission Counseling (WACAC) 

Young Invincibles 
Youth Action Project 
 
OPPOSITION 
 

None received.  
 

-- END -- 


